Rubino & Diamante

®

Outdoor wood pellet patio heaters

A neverending warmth and a wonderful
atmosphere in outdoor evenings

For gardens,
verandas or
gazebos.
The right solution
also
for bars, huts,
restaurants

With the
exclusive
load/unload
system by
ROSSOFUOCO
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Load
and
light on

Up to 6
hours of
work

Load/unload
Exclusive system
by Rossofuoco
The system allows an
internal discharge of
combustion residues
from the brazier to the
underlying collecting
drawer so to reload
and light on again
immediately, without
waiting.

No batteries
No electricity
Open and
unluad
Reload
and
light on
in a few
moments

No problems of
connection with long
cables , or with batteries
to be recharged or that
have exhausted their life
cycle.
No problem with fan
failures, or sudden
blackouts.

Rubino & Diamante
Rubino

Outdoor wood pellet patio heaters

They are really simple to use, just take out the
internal burner that runs on guides, load it with
the pellets and turn it on using a lighter, then close
Diamante
again.
After a few minutes you will begin to see the flame
that gradually (in the case of “Rubino”) reaches the
entire length of the glass.
Even when, after a few hours, the flame disappears,
the pellets continue to burn and give off heat for
a long time.
But if the evening continues there is no problem
thanks to the exclusive system of “hot unload”
with which, without waiting for the cooling, you
can discharge the combustion residue in the
drawer below, recharge with other pellets and
switch on immediately; the flame will soon come back alive.
This solve the problem of a fast reload that is normally impossible in a heater, because
the pirolitic process work from the top to the bottom.
Cheap and eco-friendly
Spend less than 0.50 euros per hour - CO2 emissions lower than gas heaters.
Pellets are an ecological fuel whose residues become an excellent fertilizer.

TECHNICAL
FEATURES
Pellet load from 3 up to 9 kg Max
Duration of the load from 1,5 up to 6 hours
Dimensions 500x500x2000 mm (Rubino)
500x500x 990 mm(Diamante)
Cheap and eco-friendly
Wood pellet powered
Clean combustion
Pratical and handy
Easy to use
Irradiation up to 2,00 mt
Electricity not required
Suitable for all outdoor spaces
Patent pending

IRRADIATION UP TO 2 METERS

Made and distribuited by Rossofuoco s.r.l. unipersonale
Via Cavalieri di Vittorio Veneto, 21 - 61045 PERGOLA (PU) - ITALY
tel +39 0721 735926 - fax +39 0721 737107- mail: info@rossofuoco.com

